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1. Background of the Soft Component 

The Project for Upgrading Road Maintenance Equipment in Addis Ababa City in the Federal Democratic 

Republic of Ethiopia (herein after referred to as the Project) is aimed to enhance road maintenance in 

Addis Ababa City in the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia (herein after referred to as Ethiopia). 

The Project is provided based on equipment procurement in order to supply road maintenance equipment 

for road maintenance under the management of the Addis Ababa City Road Authority (herein after 

referred to as AACRA), which is an implementing agency, and also to manage road maintenance 

equipment properly.  

1-1. Trends surrounding the Public Construction Equipment Sector  

In Japan, due to the downsizing of public works investment from the 1980s, construction operators were 

faced with difficulties in securing parking spaces for their owned construction equipment, up keeping 

maintenance facilities, sustaining the operating rates of owned equipment and so on, leading to greater 

moves towards reviewing cost and efficiency in equipment operation and maintenance. As a result, 

construction equipment service operators (construction equipment lease operators, etc.) possessing 

equipment repair and maintenance facilities (workshops) and service personnel gradually became more 

widespread. From the 1990s into the 2000s, in line with the spread of private sector service operators, the 

Japanese construction equipment sector saw a maturing of the business model whereby private sector 

service operators lease and sell construction equipment to construction firms commensurate with the 

domestic demand for construction works, and also provide repair, maintenance services, etc. based on 

comprehensive maintenance contracts. 

Moreover, in recent years, the latest construction equipment manufactured by makers in Japan, Europe 

and America is witnessing technical innovation geared to ① enhanced mechanical performance and 

quality, ② reduction of manufacturing and maintenance costs, ③ greater efficiency of repair services, 

etc. when breakdowns occur, and so on. In Japan, especially, from around 2010, utilization of digital 

technology has become conspicuous in the construction equipment sector, resulting in a transition to 

computer-controlled systems that enable automation, labor saving, and higher performance compared to 

the conventional equipment and devices (see Figure 1-1). In line with such advances in computer-control 

technology, the internal structures and operating principles of equipment and equipment have tended to 

become so complex that only the developing manufacturers and their agents can understand them, i.e. the 

technology is increasingly becoming a black box. Accordingly, in Japan and advanced Western countries, 

concerning medium- and large-scale repairs and maintenance exceeding the level of routine repairs and 

maintenance, due to technical and structural factors in state-of-the-art equipment, work is being switched 

to systems that utilize maintenance services based on the specialized technologies of manufacturers and 

their agents. 
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Source: Prepared by the Survey Team 

Figure 1-1  Transitions in Equipment Control System 

Based on the conditions described above in the public construction equipment sector, Figure 1-2 shows 

the scope of work of construction equipment workshop functions that utilize private sector services, and 

the development model of the sector corresponding to the changing operating mode of the public 

construction equipment business. Due to changes in the mode of service and latest technologies in the 

construction equipment sector, construction firms (construction equipment users) have departed from the 

system of autonomously implementing equipment repairs and maintenance, while a system of social 

division of labor has been established between construction firms, construction equipment lease 

operators, and equipment manufacturers and agents for operating and managing construction equipment 

over the course of its service life. Moreover, advanced Western nations and, more recently, countries that 

follow their lead, are replicating the Japanese model as they promote innovation of equipment and 

technology and seek greater efficiency. Moreover, it is expected that a similar trend will also be seen in 

developing countries in future.  
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Source: Prepared by the Survey Team 

Figure 1-2  Development Model for the Public Construction Equipment Sector 

Considering this trend, in the construction equipment sector in Ethiopia, too, it is expected that local 

private sector equipment service operators and construction firms will be developed and become more 

widespread from now on, and that the roles of the private sector and public sector will be clarified, with 

AACRA, in its capacity as road manager and ordering client, switching to an operating setup in which it 

fosters and guides the private sector. However, considering the degree of private sector development and 

technological levels in the construction and construction equipment sector in Ethiopia, the country is 

thought to be going through a transitional phase and may require between 10 years and a few decades to 

achieve the level of business operation based on private sector cooperation that is seen in the advanced 

countries. 

1-2  Current Conditions and Issues in Equipment Operation and Maintenance 

AACRA, the implementing agency for the Project, owns around 580 units of road maintenance 

equipment, which it uses to directly conduct maintenance work on the municipal roads and highways 

under its jurisdiction. The existing equipment currently owned by AACRA is centrally managed by the 

Vehicles and Construction Equipment Administration and Maintenance Center (herein after referred to as 

the Equipment Management Center) under the Equipment Supply, Administration and Maintenance 

Directorate, which is in charge of AACRA’s equipment operation and maintenance. The Equipment 

Management Center is in charge of assigning equipment for use in road repairs and maintenance 
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implemented by AACRA, procuring equipment bodies and parts, servicing and maintaining owned 

equipment and so on, and the Center’s facilities include a workshop for implementing equipment repairs 

and maintenance. The scope of work of equipment repairs and maintenance by the Equipment 

Management Center extends to periodic servicing, inspections, adjustments and light repairs and 

maintenance corresponding to the workshop’s equipment and technical level, and the workshop 

mechanics responsible for performing equipment repair and maintenance possess a certain degree of 

technical skill. Meanwhile, concerning repairs and maintenance work of medium or larger scale that are 

beyond the technical capacity of such mechanics, AACRA consigns repairs and maintenance to private 

sector equipment service operators (maker’s agents) situated in Addis Ababa City. Table 1-1 shows the 

current division of services between AACRA and private sector operators according to the level of 

equipment repair and maintenance. 

Table 1-1  Current Division of Equipment Repair and Maintenance  

between AACRA and Private Sector Operators 

Service 
level 

Type of equipment 
servicing and repair  

Main work items 
Implementation division 

Road Authority 
Private sector  

Central Local base 
1 Periodic servicing Oil change, lubrication, 

etc.  
     

2 Inspections and adjustments  Brake adjustment, tire 
adjustment, etc.  

     

3 Light servicing and repair Clutch overhaul, parts 
replacement, etc. 

    

4 Complete disassembly and 
repair of major equipment  

Engines, transmissions, 
etc.     

  
(Targeting 

precision parts) 
5 Inspection, diagnosis, repair 

of breakdowns in digital 
devices  

Engines, transmissions, 
hydraulic control units, 
etc. 

  
  

(Inspection, 
diagnosis, repair) 

6 Complete disassembly, 
repair and refitting of 
equipment  

Heavier servicing than 
above     

 

Under such circumstances, to ensure that AACRA implements appropriate and sound operation and 

maintenance of the Project equipment and existing equipment over its service life, it will be necessary to 

actively seek utilization of private sector services corresponding to the level of servicing, while 

maintaining the current system of directly managed operations. However, due to lack of technical 

proficiency among mechanics in AACRA, equipment operation and maintenance problems such as 

indicated in Table 1-2 have been reported in recent times. The issue at hand is that capacity building is 

needed to resolve such problems and thereby enable a system of work division with private sector 

services to be established. 

  

Heavy 

Light 
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Table 1-2  Reported Problems Concerning Utilization  

of the Private Sector and Their Solutions 
Reported problems Subsequent problems Issues for resolution 

Case 1 Excessive inventory 
of spare parts 

Higher spare parts purchase 
costs, inefficient operation 
of stores 

Grasp the replacement cycles for spare 
parts, and avoid inflated costs due to 
excessive purchasing. 

Case 2 Inventory shortages 
of spare parts due to 
delays in purchasing 

Reduced equipment 
operating rates and work 
delays due to delays in 
replacement of spare parts 

Grasp the replacement cycles for spare 
parts, and implement timely and 
appropriate equipment servicing based on 
appropriate inventory management. 

Case 3 Failure to share 
equipment operating 
conditions, servicing 
histories, etc. with 
managers 

Delays in equipment repairs 
and maintenance, and work 
delays due to lack of unified 
management by the 
department 

Unified information sharing for equipment 
operation and management 

Case 4 Acceptance of 
excessive repairs not 
commensurate with 
the level of 
breakdown 

Increase in unnecessary 
repair costs 

Acquire basic knowledge related to 
equipment diagnosis, and determine 
appropriate repair contents based on the 
results of diagnosis. Moreover, implement 
safe and appropriate repair and 
maintenance work making use of 
workshop equipment when independently 
conducting repairs. 

To resolve the issues described in Table 1-2, support is needed for the following measures: ①

enhancement of appropriate equipment repairs and maintenance and spare parts management 

corresponding to equipment operation records, ② building the equipment management information 

communication system for sharing equipment operation and management information, ③ enhancement 

of the capacity for determining appropriate repair contents based on equipment fault diagnosis, and ④ 

building the capacity for safe and accurate equipment repair and maintenance. 

1-3  Basic Policy of the Project Soft Component 

Table 1-3 shows the implementation contents of the soft component in the Project in light of the issues 

for resolution described above. 

Table 1-3  Support for Construction of the Equipment Operation  

and Maintenance Setup based on the Soft Component 
Item Outline of activities Remarks 

(1) Improvement of the 
equipment 
management system 

Support for introduction and operation of a 
computer-based equipment management system 
and building of the equipment management 
information communication system utilizing 
mobile devices. 

Corresponding to issues 
for resolution under 
Cases 1, 2 and 3 in Table 
1-2  

(2) Strengthening of 
equipment servicing 
and private sector 
utilization capacity 

Enhancement of AACRA’s repair technology and 
capacity for utilizing private sector repair and 
maintenance services through acquisition of 
diagnosis technology utilizing fault diagnosis 
device and stocking of know-how. 

Corresponding to issues 
for resolution under Case 
4 in Table 1-2  

Figure 1-3 shows the operating cycle of the equipment management system that is supported the 

introduction in the soft component. Figure 1-4 shows the flow of the equipment management information 

communication system. The equipment management information communication system is a system that 

automatically distributes various stored data that are transmitted from a field operator by a mobile 
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devices and stored in the equipment management system by equipment managers to the manager levels 

(departmental responsible personnel). 

 

 
Source: Prepared by the Survey Team 

Figure 1-3  Operating Cycle of the Equipment Management System 

 
Source: Prepared by the Survey Team 

Figure 1-4  Flow of the Equipment Management Information Communication System  

Figure 1-5 shows the flow of the maintenance utilizing private sector. Table 1-4 shows the division of 

services between AACRA and private sector after the soft component. In other words, AACRA 

diagnoses repair level and accumulates know-how to judge the necessity of utilization of private sector 

based on the diagnosis result, through the technical support related to failure inspection of electronic 

devices within “maintenance level: 5” shown in Table 1-1. As a result, AACRA will be able to carry out 

sustainable utilization of private sector within an appropriate range.  

The equipment including the fault diagnosis will be one Wheel Loader for earthwork construction 

equipment in light of efficiency of project activities. For vehicles, the fault diagnosis that can be 

commonly used in vehicles will be installed in Container Workshop. Therefore, manufacturers of Wheel 

Loader and Container Workshop will execute basic operation guidance of the fault diagnosis device 

during initial operation training. On the other hands, in this soft component, training of fault diagnosis 

and manual preparation for the Project equipment will be carried out to acquire know-how to identify 

Equipment Management System 

Data accumulation Instructions and communications 

Input data 

Equipment operating records 

Equipment servicing records 

Spare parts inventory 

Routine work performance 

Equipment routine operating 
times and running distances 

Equipment repairs and parts 
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Entering and leaving of spare 
parts 
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failure points and repair contents through fault diagnosis, and technology and knowledge that can be 

deployed to other types of earthwork construction equipment.  

 

 
Source: Prepared by the Survey Team 

Figure 1-5  Flow of Equipment Inspection and Diagnosis  

and Subsequent Repairs and Maintenance 

Table 1-4  Division of Equipment Repair and Maintenance between AACRA and Private Sector 

Operators following Completion of the Soft Component  

Service 
level 

Type of equipment 
servicing and repair  

Main work items 
Implementation division 

AACRA 
Private sector  

Central Local base 
1 Periodic servicing Oil change, lubrication, 

etc.  
     

2 Inspections and adjustments  Brake adjustment, tire 
adjustment, etc.  

     

3 Light servicing and repair Clutch overhaul, parts 
replacement, etc. 

    

4 Complete disassembly and 
repair of major equipment  

Engines, transmissions, 
etc.     

  
(Targeting 

precision parts) 
5 Inspection, diagnosis, repair 

of breakdowns in digital 
devices  

Engines, transmissions, 
hydraulic control units, 
etc. 

  
(Inspection 

and 
diagnosis) 

 
  

(Repairs) 

6 Complete disassembly, 
repair and refitting of 
equipment  

Heavier servicing than 
above     

 

  

Digital device 
repairs 

Mechanical 
device repairs 

Utilization of private 
sector services 

Equipment inspection  
and breakdowns 

Inspection and 
diagnosis 

Repair and maintenance  
by AACRA 

Heavy 
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Through conducting the technical support described above, the Soft Component aims to build a setup for 

conducting appropriate operation and maintenance of procured equipment in tandem with the private 

sector, targeting AACRA, which is currently in a state of transition regarding joint operations with the 

private sector. 

2. Soft Component Objectives  

Against the backdrop described above, objectives listed below are set for the emergence of project 

effects and sustainability. 

Objective-1 

Road Maintenance Equipment to be procured in the Project is efficiently operated and maintained 

together with existing equipment and spare parts through the communication network system. 

Objective-2 

Road Maintenance Equipment to be procured in the Project is properly maintained through the use of 

Workshop Equipment (Mobile Workshop, Container Workshop, and fault diagnosis device etc.) which 

are also to be procured. 

3. Soft Component Outputs  

Direct Outputs at the completion of the Soft Component of the Project are summarized below.  

Output 1:  The equipment management information communication system by mobile 

phone to control and manage the operation and spare part inventory of equipment 

to be procured in the Project is created so that the employees of the AACRA can 

understand the need and urgency of equipment maintenance, promptly respond to 

failures, and carry out appropriate stock management and additional procurement 

in accordance with the replacement cycle for spare parts. 

(Outcome of Objective-1 in “2. Objectives of soft component”) 

Output 2: Do fault diagnosis for using the inspection and fault monitor and fault diagnosis 

device, determine the necessity of utilization of private service in accordance 

with the level of repair and maintenance based on the service implementation 

division between AACRA and private sector (Table 1-4), and utilize them 

appropriately. In addition, AACRA can smoothly perform the work plan by 

providing a quick maintenance service with effective utilize of mobile workshop 

and Workshop Equipment, reducing troubles with its equipment. 

(Outcome of Objective-2 in “2. Objectives of soft component”)  
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4. Method for Confirming Achievement of Outputs 

In order to confirm the level of achievement of the Soft Component outputs in the Project, confirmation 

items will be set for each output as follows. Level of achievement will be evaluated by observation and 

addressing questionnaires by the Consultant before and after the training to the personnel targeted by the 

Soft Component. 

Output  Items for Confirming Level of Achievement  
Output 1:  
The equipment management information 
communication system by mobile phone to control 
and manage the operation and spare part inventory 
of equipment to be procured in the Project is 
created so that the employees of the AACRA can 
understand the need and urgency of equipment 
maintenance, promptly respond to failures, and 
carry out appropriate stock management and 
additional procurement in accordance with the 
replacement cycle for spare parts. 
 

1. Can the operation methods and procedures of the equipment 
management system be understood and can accurate data 
management be implemented? 

2. Can the operation status and maintenance record of the 
planned procurement equipment and the stock status of 
spare parts be properly grasped based on the accumulated 
data of the equipment management system? 

3. Has the equipment maintenance been implemented in a 
timely manner by utilizing the equipment management 
system and cooperating with the equipment maintenance 
personnel? 

4. Have replacement of spare parts and additional procurement 
been implemented without delay utilizing the equipment 
management system? 

5. Has the effectiveness of the equipment management 
utilizing the equipment management system been 
understood, and has the technology to manage also the 
existing equipment by the system been acquired? 

6. Has the information communication system been 
established? 

7. Has the operation of the equipment management and 
operation communication system started among equipment 
operators, equipment managers, and department managers? 

Output 2:  
Do fault diagnosis for using the inspection and fault 
monitor and fault diagnosis device, determine the 
necessity of utilization of private service in 
accordance with the level of repair and 
maintenance based on the service implementation 
division between AACRA and private sector (Table 
1-4), and utilize them appropriately. In addition, 
AACRA can smoothly perform the work plan by 
providing a quick maintenance service with 
effective utilize of mobile workshop and repair and 
maintenance equipment, reducing troubles with its 
equipment. 

1. Have the flow of proper operation and maintenance of the 
equipment been understood? 

2. Does the equipment operator understand the performance 
and capabilities of the equipment and vehicles, and properly 
conduct inspection and fault monitor operations? 

3. Has the implementation category of repair and maintenance 
(remedial action or utilization of private sector) 
appropriately been determined based on the diagnosis result 
by fault diagnosis device? 

4. If the diagnosis determines the utilization of private sector 
as necessary, has the roll of repair to be outsourced been 
understood? 

5. If the diagnosis determines that the self-repair is possible, 
can the rapid repair and maintenance be implemented 
utilizing the repair and maintenance equipment? 

6. Are working manuals of various measuring equipment 
prepared and utilized efficiently in order to operate the 
repair and maintenance equipment properly?  

7. Have the safe work procedures of equipment repair and 
maintenance been understood and practiced? 

8. Is a communication system with the equipment manager 
established and practiced to reflect repair and maintenance 
records in the ledger management system in a timely 
manner? 
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5. Soft Component Activities (Plan of Inputs) 

(1) Contents of Activities  

The activities of this Soft Component are shown below. 

Activities Target Organization Relevant Output 
[Activity-1] Improvement of equipment 
management system  

Equipment Supply, Administration and 
Maintenance Directorate 

Outcome 1 

[Activity-2] Capacity enhancement for 
equipment maintenance and utilization 
of private sector 

Equipment Supply, Administration and 
Maintenance Directorate 

Outcome 2 

The soft component of the Project is direct assistance type by the order-receiving consultant for the 

target organization above and the contents of activities to achieve the Outputs are described in 1) and 2) 

below.  

1) Activities regarding Output 1 [Activity-1] 

(a) Required technology / type of work 

Equipment operator, equipment administrator, equipment management system administrator 

(b) Technical level 

Present technical level Necessary technical level 

Systematic management system has not been 
established, and the operation status of owned 
equipment and spare parts inventory are managed 
manually. 

By using the equipment management system and 
equipment management information 
communication system based on computer, it is 
easy to grasp the operation status of owned 
equipment and the status of spare parts in/out, as 
well as efficient maintenance and maintenance 
cycle of equipment and spare parts procurement 
time. 

(c) Target trainee 

Equipment operator, equipment manager, equipment operation manager, equipment maintenance 

manager, mechanic and PC operator of Equipment Supply, Administration and Maintenance 

Directorate (total of around 20 trainees) 

(d) Implementation method 

Place New Equipment Management Center (Addis Ababa city) 

Period (M/M) Domestic: Building Information Communication system 0.85M/M (17 work days) 

1st: Practical instruction 1.47M/M (30 work days, 4 travel days, 10 holidays) 

2nd: Evaluation/ follow-up 0.53M/M (10 work days, 4 travel days, 2 holidays) 

Training aids - Manual for operation of information sharing 
- Manual for construction equipment operation record (operation record)  
- Manual for construction equipment operation and maintenance record (spare part 

management record) 

Equipment to 

be used  

- Desktop computer (procured by the Project) 
- Desktop computers (owned by implementing agency) 
- Equipment management system (general-purpose software which is procured by the 
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Project)  
- "FileMaker", which has excellent operability, is recommended for procurement. 

Activity This training will be conducted twice, including practical training and evaluation / 

follow-up in order to acquire the know-how for long-term efficient operation of the 

procured equipment. In addition, the basic configuration of an information 

communication system using a mobile phone will be implemented in Japan. 

The details of each activity are shown below. 

Domestic work: 

Establish the basic configuration of equipment management information 
communication system. 

- Conduct the overall configuration of equipment management and information 
communication system: 2 days 

- Build mobile phone app: 3 days 
- Set up mobile phone input screen: 3 days 
- Report output screen set up: 3 days 
- Set up the automatic report transmission system: 2 days 
- Prepare the equipment management and information communication system 

operation manual: 4 days 

 

First time: 

Equipment management system for procured equipment and spare parts will be built, 

then training will be conducted according to the three manuals described above on the 

system operation method. 
- Outline of equipment management information communication system: 

(Operation of mobile phone application, input items): 1 day 
- Input screen operation, output screen confirmation practice: 1 day 
- Outline of database software (including programming training such as creating 

a simple database), orientation: 2 days 
- Inputting of equipment specification data (manufacturer / model, supplier, 

registration number, etc.) : 5 days 
- Equipment operation status, warehousing and warehousing management: 3 

days 
- Management of the inventory of spare parts and consumables: 3 days 
- Management of equipment operating time and fuel / oil consumption: 3 days 
- Regular inspection and maintenance plan: 4 days 

(Establishment of an implementation plan based on operating hours, mileage, 
etc.) 

- Periodic inspection and maintenance recording: 3 days 
- Establishment of equipment management information collection system / 

procedures such as equipment placement / operation status, maintenance 
records, etc.: 3 days 

- Follow-up for confirmation the ability of the participants to carry out the above 
activities: 2 days 
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Second time: 

This is to confirm and evaluate the operational status of the equipment management 

system and equipment management information communication system acquired in 

the first training. In addition, based on the evaluation results, follow-up of operational 

methods as necessary. 

- Confirmation and evaluation of equipment operation and maintenance status: 4 

days 

- -Checking and evaluating spare parts management status: 4 days 

- -Confirmation and evaluation of equipment management and information 

communication system utilization status: 1 day 

- -Conducing and overall follow-up (improvement of equipment management 

system operation method, etc.): 1 day 

Note 1: The existing equipment management center will be relocated to the southern part of Addis Ababa as a new 

equipment management center within 2020. 

  

Ref: Example of input form for equipment ledger management database 
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2) Activities regarding Output 2 [Activity-2] 

(a) Required technology / type of work 

Mechanic (mechanic, operator) 

(b) Technical level 

Present technical level Necessary technical level 

The equipment owned by AACRA has no 
computer-controlled equipment, and does not have a 
fault diagnosis device and has no experience in 
using it. Moreover, since AACRA doesn’t have 
enough knowledge of fault diagnosis, it is not easy  
to determine whether the fault diagnosis result by 
the agency is valid or not. 

AACRA itself conducts fault diagnosis of 
computer-controlled equipment to determine the 
cause of the fault of the owned equipment, and 
determines whether private maintenance services 
should be used based on the implementation 
division (See Table 1-4) . At the same time, repair 
and maintenance can be performed appropriately 
using repair and maintenance equipment. 

(c) Target trainee 

Maintenance engineer, mechanic and operator of Equipment Supply, Administration and 

Maintenance Directorate (total of around 20 trainees)  

(d) Implementation method 

Place New Equipment Management Center (Addis Ababa city) 

Period 1st: Practical training 1.43M/M (29 work days, 4 travel days, 10 holidays) 

2nd: Evaluation/ follow-up 0.53M/M (10 work days, 4 travel days, 2 holidays) 

Training aids - Manual for equipment repair 

Equipment to 

be used  

- Fault diagnosis device 
- Mobile workshop, container workshop, fault diagnosis equipment (using a PC) 
- Vehicles such as wheel loaders and dump trucks that are road maintenance 

equipment to be procured under this Project 
- PC laptop 
- Supplemental training aid 

Activity The training is planned to be carried out in two sessions of practical training and 

evaluation and follow-up so that trainees will acquire the appropriate capacity for 

maintenance of equipment to be procured. 

 

The details of each activity are shown below. 

 

First session: 

Training will be conducted according to the equipment repair document attached to the 

procured equipment. Contents of training include the appropriate work procedures for 

equipment repair and maintenance and the fault diagnosis using a fault diagnosis device 

(repair diagnosis device) and inspection / fault monitor (vehicle equipped with a monitor 

diagnosis device). 

(1) Basic learning of equipment operation and maintenance (mechanism of equipment 
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equipped with electronics, implementation division with private sector): 2 days 

- Training on operating methods and mechanisms of conventional equipment (machine 

control) and new equipment (computer control): 1 day 

- classification of equipment maintenance / repair and its implementation: 1 day 

(2) Basic theory and practice of fault diagnosis device: 8 days 

- Training for monitoring error codes and repair points of the equipment to be procured 

(4 heavy equipment) equipped with a fault diagnosis monitor: 1 day 

- Practical training to identify the repair location of the equipment based on the error 

code displayed on the monitor:  2 days 

- Display of fault diagnosis monitor and test of failure location, answer and 

explanation: 1 day 

- Preparation of fault diagnosis device (heavy equipment) operation manual (draft) 

by a mechanic: 2 days 

- Training for repair using workshop equipment:  2 days 

(3) Training for detecting fault using fault diagnosis device: 7 days 

- Training of error codes and fault locations using a fault diagnosis device for 

electronic control systems: 1 day 

- Practice of error codes and fault locations (engines, transmissions, hydraulic systems, 

etc.) using electronic control system fault diagnosis device: 2 days 

- Identifying the classes and practical training on equipment repair categories (road 

public corporations or private maintenance companies) using electronic control 

system fault diagnosis device: 2 days 

- Consultation support by a private maintenance company on equipment repair 

classification using fault diagnosis device of an electronic control system: 1 day 

- Practical test and supplementary course: 1 day 

(4) Outline and theoretical study of workshop equipment, instruction and repeated practice 

for improving safety and accuracy of maintenance: 10 days 

- The purpose and usage of the vehicle fault diagnosis device: 1 day 

- Connecting the vehicle fault diagnosis device to the procured equipment (8 types of 

vehicle system), displaying contents and the cause of the fault: 2 days 

- Practical training using mechanics for vehicle fault diagnosis device: 2 days 

- Use of vehicle fault diagnosis device, display and fault cause test, explanation and 

answer: 1 day 

- Preparation of fault diagnosis device (vehicle) operation manual (draft) by a 

mechanic: 2 days 

- Vehicle inspection / repair class in a workshop with repair equipment, practical 

training: 2 days 

(5) Maintenance / inspection of management book and inspection / repair record book 

reporting system established (reflected in equipment ledger management database): 2 days 
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- Training on how to fill out the inspection record book of equipment and vehicles, and 

how to use it: 1 day 

- Training on how to fill out equipment and vehicle inspection records by road 

officials: 1 day 

 

Second session: 

This to check and evaluate the operational status of inspection / fault monitor training, 

fault diagnosis device operation manuals using fault diagnosis device (repair judgment 

equipment), and safety work procedures for equipment repair / maintenance acquired in 

the first session training. Based on the evaluation results, follow-ups such as review of 

operation methods may become necessary. 

(1) Confirmation and evaluation of fault judgment capability using fault diagnosis device: 

4 days 

- Confirmation of use of fault diagnosis device: 1 day 

- Fault diagnosis device (heavy equipment) operation manual (draft) operation check 

and improvement: 2 days 

- Confirmation of the repair category for private maintenance company: 1 day 

(2) Confirmation and evaluation of operation status of vehicles, mobile workshops and 

container-type workshops based on inspection / repair records: 3 days 

- Confirmation of use of the vehicle fault diagnosis device: 1 day 

- Confirmation of operation of the vehicle fault diagnosis device operation manual 

(draft) and improvement: 1 day 

- Confirmation and improvement of repair equipment used in workshops: 1 day 

(3) Confirmation and evaluation of operation status of each equipment by maintenance and 

inspection management book: 2 days 

- Confirmation of maintenance / inspection records: 1 day 

- Improving maintenance and inspection book usage: 1 day 

(4) Overall follow-up (operation method / work manual review, etc.): 1 day 

- Presentation 
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(2) Implementation Resources  

1) Japanese side  

Japanese experts to be dispatched for the Soft Component, field, number, period and major contents 

of activities are described below.  

[Japanese Engineers] 

Responsible field 
Number of 

member 
Period (M/M) Major contents of activities 

Experts for Output 1  
Information 
Communication System 
Construction 

1 Domestic: 
0.85M/M 

Construction of Information Communication 
System 

Equipment Management 
Planning 
(Japanese engineer) 

1 1st: 1.47M/M 
2nd: 0.53M/M 
Total: 2.00M/M 

First time: Operation guidance and training on 
equipment management system and equipment 
management information communication system 
Second time: Confirmation and evaluation of 
conditions of system utilization 

Experts for Output 2 
Equipment Inspection and 
Maintenance Planning 
(Japanese engineer) 

1 1st: 1.67M/M 
2nd: 0.53M/M 
Total: 2.20M/M 

First time: Guidance on fault diagnosis by using 
inspection and fault monitor and fault diagnosis 
device, guidance on safety work procedure of 
equipment repair and maintenance  
Second time: Confirmation and evaluation of 
conditions of equipment utilization 

In addition, an interpreter (English-Amharic) will be hired as a local staff as follows. 

 [Local Staff] 

Responsible field 
Number 
of staff 

Period (M/M) Major contents of activities 

Local Staff for Output 1  
Interpreter-1 1 1st: 1.00M/M 

2nd: 0.33M/M 
Total：1.33 M/M 

Translation for Japanese engineer 

Local Staff for Output 2  
Interpreter-2 1 1st: 1.13M/M 

2nd: 0.33M/M 
Total: 1.46M/M  

Translation for Japanese engineer 

2) Ethiopia side  

The human resources to be recruited on Ethiopia side for the Soft Component are described below.   
Responsible field Number of trainees Period  

Equipment control and 
management 

Around 20 trainees 1st: 1.47 months 
2nd: 0.53 months 
Total：2.00 months 

Equipment operator, equipment 
maintenance staff 

Around 20 trainees 1st: 1.67 months 
2nd: 0.53 months 
Total：2.20 months 
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(3) Types of Outputs 

1) Japanese side 

 Equipment management system (including operation flow of system) 

- Equipment ledger 

- Operation record 

- Repair and maintenance record 

- Spare parts ledger 

 Manual for operation of equipment management information communication system to be 

introduced in mobile device 

 Inspection and repair record (revised as an adequate format to equipment management system 

based on existing record of executing agency) 

 Manual for operation of fault diagnosis device 

2) Japanese side and Ethiopia side 

 Operation flow of the equipment management system prepared  

(including the periodic report between the central agency and local level offices) 

6. Procurement Method for Soft Component Implementation Resources 

It is considered that the activities in the soft component are better carried out by Japanese engineers than 

by local resources for the reasons summarized below 

Activities Reason for Introduction of Japanese Engineers 
(1) Improvement of 
equipment 
management system 

The system to manage various construction equipment using ledger and the 
method to share equipment information by utilizing information 
communication system are not common in Ethiopia. In addition, 
manufacturers of the most equipment are Japanese. So it is difficult for local 
resources to cope with it and Japanese engineers would best suit.  

(2) Capacity 
enhancement for 
equipment inspection 
and utilization of 
private sector 

As well as (1) above, it is difficult for local resources to cope with Japanese 
manufactures and Japanese engineers would best suit. 

As such, it is appropriate that the contracted consultant directly conduct the Soft Component. 
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7. Implementation Schedule of Soft Component 

The implementation schedule of Soft Component is as follows. 

  2021  2022      
  Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun 

 Procurement schedule         

S
oft C

om
ponent  

(1) Improvement of 
equipment 
management system 

        

(2) Capacity 
enhancement for 
equipment inspection 
and utilization of 
private sector 

        

Submission of Report 
        

Source: Prepared by the Survey Team 

8. Types of Outputs 

The outputs to be created in the Soft Component are as follows: 

 Equipment management system (including operation flow of system) 

- Equipment ledger 

- Operation record 

- Repair and maintenance record 

- Spare parts ledger 

 Manual for operation of equipment management information communication system to be 

introduced in mobile device 

 Inspection and repair record (revised as an adequate format to equipment management system 

based on existing record of executing agency) 

 Manual for operation of fault diagnosis device 

 Final Report on the Soft Component 

to includes:  

- Record of activities, for example, photographs of works, etc.  

- The above-mentioned manuals and system operation flow 

- Results of questionnaire implemented with respect to trainees of the AACRA 

- Final Report to be submitted to the client (AACRA) 

9. Soft Component Cost Estimation  

The cost for the Soft Component is not disclosed. 

  

Progress Report for 
owner Progress Report for 

JICA 
 

Final Report 
for owner 
 Final Report 

for JICA 
 

  

Domestic Work 

Equipment 
inspection and 
transport 

Project completed 
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10. Obligations of Ethiopia Side 

In order to achieve the objectives of the Soft Component, in addition to the outputs of implementation, 

the following items will need to be implemented as the obligations of Ethiopia side:  

 To ensure the ongoing operation of the equipment management system and repair and 

maintenance equipment including fault diagnosis device established under the Soft Component, 

disseminate and horizontally extend within the organization the technologies and control 

methods that have been learned.  

 Utilizing the project equipment, implement efficiently operate and maintain the roads by using 

equipment management system and maintenance equipment.  

 In order to appropriately conduct operation and maintenance utilizing equipment management 

system, secure the necessary budget to maintain the Project equipment and procure additional 

spare parts.  

 Effectively utilize the equipment repair and maintenance service by private sector with the fault 

diagnosis skill acquired by the Soft Component. 
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11. Lessons Learned from Past Soft Component and Feedbacks to This Project 

Lessons learned from Soft Component programs of grant aid projects implemented in other countries to 

enhance capacity for operation and maintenance of equipment and their feedbacks to this project are 

shown in Table 11-1.  

Table 11-1 Lessons learned from past soft components 

Lessons learned from soft component 
program of other country project 

Feedbacks to this project 

Cooperation among relevant departments 

and knowledge sharing of equipment 

utility 

In order to understand operation 

conditions of equipment and to maintain 

it according to planned maintenance 

cycle, it is necessary for every 

maintenance teams  (construction team, 

engineering team, and equipment team) 

to keep daily records of equipment 

operation, maintenance and spare parts 

and to provide feedbacks for periodic 

maintenance works. 

In the past project, it was found that 

construction team could not comply with 

requests to return equipment for periodic 

maintenance to the equipment team due 

to risks of construction delay and return 

process burden. 

 The following items will be proposed in this project to 

increase awareness of relevant departments on making the  

life-cycle of the equipment long.  

① Preparation of common operation & maintenance system 

for every relevant maintenance team, construction team, 

engineering team and equipment team, in the first 

training program, and follow-up scheme to evaluate the 

actual application in the second training program.  

② Increasing the awareness of every relevant maintenance 

team including construction team on the necessity of 

maintenance through sharing case study of equipment 

trouble due to lack of appropriate maintenance.  

 Reporting system in case of equipment maintenance should 

be clearly established to ensure timely order and avoid any 

delay. 

Utilization of database 

Many officers of executing agency do 

not have experience of working with 

computers, so it seems that they do not 

have enough skills for database 

preparation and understand its 

importance. 

Accordingly, it is necessary for them to 

maintain self-help efforts to accumulate 

know-how of equipment management 

system. 

 

 Junior officers who are in charge of maintenance of 

equipment management system will be divided into groups 

with a leader who could follow–up others. Each level of 

computer skill will be supposed in the first training program.  

 Practical training course of simple database preparation will 

be provided at the beginning of first training program in 

order to make trainees get basic knowledge on the database 

concept.  

 The following training items will be proposed as a necessary 

procedure to maintain equipment management system in 

first training program and follow-up study will be 
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considered in second training program, if necessary.  

① Indicators for maintenance of equipment 

② Practical use of equipment operation- data, i.e. operation 

& maintenance cost for equipment including 

depreciation, unit operation cost, and fuel consumption. 

③ Basic skill of database software, e.g. preparation of 

simple database system. 

④ Data collection method for database input, i.e. 

specification of equipment, cost, fuel consumption, etc. 

⑤ Operation manual for equipment management system, 

e.g. input and output of data, report printing. 

⑥ Further operation skills on equipment management 

system, i.e. dairy operation records, maintenance records, 

spare parts records, appropriate interval setting for 

maintenance, and additional data input, etc.  

⑦ Promotion of equipment maintenance using ICT 

technology 

Knowledge propagation 

It was acknowledged that equipment 

management system had been utilized 

after completion of soft component 

activities in some countries. It is 

considered that they could understand 

effectiveness of the system and adopt it 

sustainably.  

On the other hand, although they have 

promoted to organize training 

opportunities in order to share skills 

learned, it does not realize so far. 

The following items are considered as a 

barriers to promote knowledge 

propagation to others 

 Personnel shift and/or resignation of 

human resources as a leader 

 A hesitation to share skills learned to 

keep own professional post  

Note：Opinions based on face-to-face 

interviews of the trainees 

 

 A potential leader for maintenance of equipment database 

system will be selected and developed as a trainer under 

cooperation with executing agency in the first training 

program. Besides, progress meeting for all trainees will be 

organized as much as possible.  

 Systematic team for maintenance of equipment management 

system will be organized instead of individual appointment.  

 The management of operation body, deputy directors and 

directors shall fully understand the background and 

objectives of the activities of equipment database, and 

support the team to sustain. 

 An equipment system based on ICT technology shall be 

established to make the management understand real time 

condition of operation and maintenance. It will help the 

management understand effectiveness of the system and 

promote  it further. 
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